Dawn of the Federated OS
You don’t control your money or data

Technology is supposed to make things faster, cheaper, and easier. So why do some of the technologies we rely on the most fuel economic volatility, isolate people, and disempower communities and companies?

The problem is who is in charge.
The solution: Fedi

Instead of third party gatekeepers, Fedi puts communities, companies, and organisations in charge of the way they secure and use their money and data.

The solution is a truly federated OS.
Fedimint: The power behind the federated OS

The community custody protocol that completes the Bitcoin ecosystem

A community custody federation

for the benefit of the community

run by trusted community members

with privacy, scalability, and extensibility
Each Fedi user can join multiple Federations
Each Federation serves multiple Fedi users
A global federated OS network
Flexible Bitcoin Multisig Custody

The current options for businesses to store bitcoin can be difficult to use, expensive, or limited.
USD Treasury Management

With recent bank failures, many companies are reassessing where to hold some of their USD denominated treasuries.
International Employee Remuneration

Sending money to employees abroad can be a hassle and today's options are often slow, unreliable, and costly.
Private Data Storage & Chat

Traditional tools for managing company, client, and employee information may expose sensitive data to security risks.
Features
Wallet

- Your bitcoin and dollars can be accessible anywhere.
- 24x7 private transfers within your federation.
- Can even transfer e-cash while offline.
Chat

- Private encrypted chat to connect your community or company.
- Support for groups and bots.
- Convenient in-chat transfers.
- Operated by the federation.
Sites

- Community/company leaders can **include relevant sites** to share within their organisation.
- **Send and receive BTC to sites** directly from Fedi.
- **Easily integrate websites** that are lightning enabled.
Extend

Fedimint modules allow you to expand the functionality of your money and data:

- **Social backup** systems to easily restore access to your employees funds and accounts.
- **Secure password managers** to manage your online data.
- Programmable **smart contracts** to facilitate company finance, backoffice integration & more.
- Controls to monitor and **protect your staff**.
We connect the most fundamental human technology — community — with freedom technologies, like bitcoin, to level up humanity.

→ fedi.xyz/business